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CMLoki is the latest simulation team instantiation from Carnegie Mellon. CMOwl continues as our entrant to the coach competition.

CMLoki is built on TsinghuaAeolus 2002 and 2003. We hope to explore three major themes with this team: opponent modeling, communication, and coachability.

Opponent modeling has been a part of our simulation teams for many years [1–4]. Most recently we have experimented with the strategy that a single attacker uses to take on a goalie. We took an attacker from our team against three different goalies (TsinghuaAeolus 2002, Everest 2002, and FCPortugal 2002). The variation of two parameters controlling how the attacker tries to dodge the goalie greatly affect the scoring performance. Our player can use feedback from past experience to choose a strategy with good performance. We hope to extend this type of modeling and adaptation to multi-agent strategies such as the coordinate strategy of multiple defenders.

We recently proposed a communication standard for player agents which has been accepted as a requirement for the coachable agents for RoboCup2004 [5]. Using this standard, we have run a series of experiments demonstrating the positive effect of communication on the agents’ world models [6]. These experiments dealt with fixed strategies (based on the world state) for deciding when and what to communicate. We would like to further explore the range of possible strategies and evaluate their effect on agent world knowledge and performance. Ideally, the communication strategy would adapt to the current game conditions based on analysis of communication performance during the game.

Coachability is the third major theme of our team. The creation of a coach competition in 2001 has led to many interesting research problems, including how to incorporate advice into an agent’s behavior. We are interested in creating coachable agents both for our participation in the team competition and as players for the coach competition. Participation in the team competition will allow us to explore coaching and coachability in ways not allowed in the coach competition.

We have previously worked on architectures for incorporating advice in both the ChaMeleons [7] and Wyverns teams. Fairly strict criteria for following advice have been used, leaving open the broader question of how advice can be most effectively used to improve performance.

While our design of architectures and algorithms for incorporating advice provides a good starting point, more remains to be done. In the past we have used estimates of the probability of success of actions as criteria for filtering and
selecting between actions advice by the coach. More robust and varied criteria based on the state of the world and past performance provide interesting avenues for exploration.

Coaching is an active area of research for us and we have been involved with the initial design and further evolution of the coach competition. We consider coaching in a larger context than robot soccer \cite{8,9}. Our past work in coaching has consisted largely of creating models of various parts of the performance of teams in order to predict performance or to imitate the team \cite{4,3}. With these models we have shown improved performance for teams using our coach.

Recently we have examined the construction and use of an abstract MDP to describe the game \cite{10}. An MDP can be constructed to capture agent behavior and improve performance of a team. Currently, the MDP is not adapted to the team being coached. We are currently exploring how the model provided by the MDP can be used to identify the particular abilities of the agents and opponents and adapt the advice accordingly. Ideally, this can be done both by training before the match and while a game is taking place.

CMLoki and CMOwl continue our long research tradition in opponent modeling and coordinated strategy in the simulated robot soccer framework.
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